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Upcoming NTMA National Events

Manufacturing Engage™ 2021
Tuesday, October 26 – Friday, October 29, 2021
Old Alexandria, VA

Stay Engaged
Tuesday, November 2 – Friday, November 5, 2021
All-Virtual Event

Chapter Leadership Summit 2022
Sunday, January 30 – Tuesday, February 1, 2022
The Andaz Hotel, Savannah, GA

MEMBER BENEFITS

Healthcare for Manufacturers 34

What’s Your Story?

Send Us Your Story
Each issue of The Record will feature stories from members—and we want to hear from you. Send us stories of success, or those that fit the theme of the month’s issue. The submission deadline is the first of the month prior to publication.
Contact Carrie Marsico at cmarsico@ntma.org

Upcoming Themes for The Record

November
Apprenticeships: Developing the Workforce

December
The Year in Review

January
NTMA Member Value
It is hard to believe that this article begins the fourth – and final – quarter of the year 2021. What a year it has been! We are on the final stretch, and we must keep our heads up and stay focused on ending the year strong, ready to start the coming year of 2022. This month’s focus is on Smart Manufacturing.

As defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Smart Manufacturing is: systems that are “fully integrated, collaborative manufacturing systems that respond in real-time to meet changing demands and conditions in the factory, in the supply network, and in customer needs.” Bottom line – it is all about technology connectivity, with unprecedented access to and contextualization of data. Think no further than our smartphones on a bigger scale.

Using the above definition from NIST, I am going to turn towards what I think to be “smart” things to do in “manufacturing” – and leave the subject of “smart manufacturing” to the experts and our industry partners.

I recently returned from our NTMA Emerging Leaders Conference in Phoenix, AZ; the attendance was great, and the content was extremely valuable. One of our industry partners, EBITDA Growth Systems (EGS) was a sponsor of the event, and led multiple sessions as well. In one session they led, they presented an EGS equation. The equation being: on a scale of 1-10, rate your “technical skills” and multiply that number by a 1-10 rating of your “business acumen.” Their simple formula opened my eyes to see just how many manufacturers focus on the manufacturing and technology, while letting the business acumen side just exist and follow. It’s easy to see – a “10” in technical multiplied by a low number of business acumen (let’s say a “2”) only equals a success score of “20.” Whereas, with more focus on the business acumen side, we could raise our success score – “10” technical x “6” business = “60.” That’s three times that of our original score.

Does this suggest that the technical side of the business not important? No, rather that it takes a focus on both to result in true sustainable success. Many manufacturers and entrepreneurial owners across America started their companies based on their personal technical abilities to understand, design, manufacture, and build complex parts and assemblies – without much merit given to their business acumen. I believe, in recent years, we are seeing the trend reverse from strength on the technical side to strength on the business acumen side especially in today’s acquisition arena. Most acquisitions are being led with expertise in business acumen believing the technical expertise or DNA already exists in the company.

As manufacturing owners and managers, we must resist the temptation to work “in” our businesses and rather stay focused on keeping our head up and working “on” the business. We must be confident that the technical expertise is in our businesses while we fulfill our leadership role. As business conditions improve, the temptation will only increase to turn inward – especially as we struggle for a needed workforce. It is up to us as leaders to address the talent shortage in our companies, remembering that if we turn inward too much, the challenges just continue. We can no longer afford to get our business acumen degrees from the “School of Hard Knocks” – we must take purposeful actions to assure we can sustain our businesses and industry for the years to come. Keeping your head up and focusing on working “on” your business will always allow you to plan, anticipate, and filter your company’s direction and actions through the lens of your company’s goals and initiatives.

It is my goal to implement these same initiatives and strategies within the framework of NTMA. As we end 2021 and roar towards 2022, NTMA will filter everything we do through the lens of “growth of the organization” – to assure our sustainment as an association, to assure our sustainment to serve you, our members and potential members, and lastly, to assure our role in the sustainment of the U.S. manufacturing industry.

We look forward to joining you in your journey and hope that you too will join NTMA in our journey of growth. Remembering, We Are Stronger Together.

Roger Atkins, President – NTMA
CAN’T TRUST YOUR CAM?

VERICUT IS THE ONLY WAY TO VERIFY YOUR NC PROGRAMS

- Eliminate manual prove-outs -
- Be sure machines are collision free -
- Increase machine capacity -

SAVE TIME • SAVE MONEY • SAVE YOUR MACHINES

www.cgtech.com

RIGHT THE FIRST TIME, EVERY TIME.
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The TNC 640 from HEIDENHAIN: for the first time, milling and turning are combined in one TNC. Now users can switch as desired between milling and turning—within the same NC program. Switchover is independent of the machine kinematics. It automatically takes the respective operating mode into account and without any additional action.
2021 Emerging Leaders Conference Recap

NTMA celebrates another fantastic Emerging Leaders Conference! The 2021 Conference – held at the Kimpton Palomar in Phoenix, AZ this past September – included 46 attendees, representing 28 different companies, with a conference layout designed to allow attendees to fly in for the first day, and to return home in time for the weekend.

This year’s conference included informative sessions focused on building high-performing teams, effective communication strategies, team engagement, navigating sales relationships, and shop economics – as well as plenty of fantastic opportunities for attendees to network and connect, including an evening at “The Duce” for food, games, and fun. Attendees were also able to tour two member plants: Modern Industries and Cleveland Electric Laboratories. With an incredible lineup of speakers delivering key information for up-and-coming industry professionals, the 2021 Conference was a success in showing how to begin working on, not in, your business – and how to advance in Manufacturing.

I was very impressed with the whole thing. Even better than the online events. The tour of Modern Industries was mind blowing, and I am excited they allowed us to check it out. It gave me a new understanding of machine systems I hadn’t known were even possible.

Redd Bradshaw – Paramount Machine

Stay Connected To Fellow Members

As the manufacturing industry has continued navigating successfully through recovery, staying connected with your peers and fellow NTMA members has never been more important. To help our members continue to come together to address key concerns and issues – NTMA Member Drop-Ins are back!

NTMA is hosting monthly “Member Drop-Ins” – unique opportunities for our members to meet and discuss complex problems, and to brainstorm ideas and solutions alongside fellow NTMA Members. These Drop-Ins, using Go-To-Webinar, have been fantastic ways to keep our members connected – and for each session, we will be joined by proven industry experts bringing important knowledge, key information, and perspectives that are important for our member shops to learn about.

Our November Drop-In focuses on Apprenticeships. As the conversation around the value of apprenticeship training is increasing across the country, take this opportunity to learn about how, through detailed instruction from NTMA-U, companies are closing the skills gap and ensuring that they can foster a pipeline of talented workers for the future.

Upcoming Member Drop-Ins are scheduled on the following dates:
Tuesday, October 12 – 2:00 PM EST;
Tuesday, November 9 – 2:00 PM EST

Please check your email and our social feeds for future invites, or contact NTMA’s Member & Chapter Relations Manager Carrie Marsico at cmarsico@ntma.org or (216) 264-2835

We hope to see you on the next Drop-In!
New Member Highlights

FLUID EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
Western Lake Erie Chapter

Fluid Equipment Development Company, LLC or FEDCO is a global industry leader in the design and manufacture of innovative fluid machinery solutions. Founded in 1997, we developed the next level energy recovery turbochargers and centrifugal high-pressure feed pumps to lower the cost of seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination. Today, we are an independent, privately held company focused on innovation, quality and cost-effective solutions with a large portfolio of intellectual property. FEDCO is headquartered in Monroe, Michigan USA with sales and service offices located in Dubai, UAE and Singapore. We have developed and continuously refine an integrated manufacturing operation complete with full testing and quality control capabilities meeting the highest safety and environmental standards. Customers know us as a trusted partner with customer service that exceeds their expectations.

800 Ternes Drive
Monroe, MI 48162 USA
734-241-3935
www.fedco-usa.com

HILL MFG. INC.
North Texas Chapter

Hill Mfg Inc. is a job shop headquartered in Roanoke, Texas and has been providing exceptional manufacturing services for a wide variety of industries since opening in 2015. Hill Mfg Inc. helps their clients to meet their technology objectives by providing technical resources to meet their short and long term requirements related to laser cutting, CNC milling, forming, MIG welding, TIG welding, roll forming, wire EDM, and saw cutting. Its team of highly trained machinists and operators has more than 30 years of experience and is specialized in meeting our customer’s diverse needs.

3800 Haslet-Roanoke Road #28,
Roanoke TX, 76262
214-897-7004
www.hillmfgtx.com

LEATHERNECK PRECISION MACHINE
Rocky Mountain Chapter

Leatherneck Precision Machine is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business in Englewood, Colorado that specializes in small quantity prototypes for the aerospace and defense sectors. We are AS9100D, ISO 9001 and ITAR certified. Currently we occupy a 3500 sq. ft. building with 3 CNC machines all with 4th axis, FARO Gage with Verisurf, and will add more equipment as we continue to grow. One of our goals as a company is to create employment opportunities for all Veterans and train them to become machinists or inspectors. Semper Fidelis.

1555 West Thomas Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110
303-955-7541
www.leatherneckprecision.com

SPEEDGRIP CHUCK COMPANY
Michiana Chapter

Speedgrip Chuck Company Delivers Premier Standard and Engineered Workholding for Manufacturers Speedgrip Chuck Company workholding products deliver the highest levels of quality and productivity for customers in every industry where metal cutting is a part of the manufacturing process. Our highly qualified and solution oriented sales and engineering staff designs products which hold tight tolerances, produce high-quality parts and deliver efficiency to the manufacturing floor. All Speedgrip products are produced in our 43,000 square foot facility in Elkhart, Indiana USA. We take pride in offering responsive delivery schedules and a high rate of on-time delivery. Speedgrip’s commitment to quality and customer service is unmatched.

2000 Industrial Parkway,
Elkhart, IN 46516
574-294-1506
www.speedgrip.com

THE UNIQUELY ABLED PROJECT™
Education Institution Member

The Uniquely Ablled Project, founded in 2016, has proven that manufacturers’ need for a skilled workforce and the 60-90% unemployment rate among the 60 million Americans classified as “disabled” are problems that can be solutions for each other. This is accomplished by matching individuals with a diagnosis, each having a compensating extraordinary unique ability, to career jobs in demand.

4804 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Suite 804
Valley Village, CA 91607
www.UniquelyAblledProject.org
Digital Machining Systems is a production machine shop that combines the industry’s most technologically-advanced computerized machining equipment with a highly experienced engineering and manufacturing staff. Founded in 1991 in Lafayette, Louisiana, our team of “Digits” has evolved into expert part manufacturers. Complementing our extensive CNC machining expertise, we have the business systems, high-tech equipment, facilities, education, and customer service to offer the best manufacturing services you will find anywhere. Our CNC machining and manufacturing services include 3-, 4-, and 5-axis milling, 3- and 4-axis turning, multi-function “live-tooling” turning and milling (up to 11-axis), “one-and-done” machining, inspection, testing, assembly, blanket orders, and procurement and inventory management.

929 Ridge Road
Duson, LA 70529-4318
337-984-6013
www.digitalmachining.com

Clean Machine was founded in 1993 as a precision component parts manufacturer serving the Medical, Semiconductor, Aerospace, Defense, Drilling/Mining/Energy and Analytical Chemistry sectors. We orchestrate the right people, processes and technology available to consistently provide a premium work product complete, on-time, every time. Clean Machine has 24-hour staffing, two automated work pallet delivery systems, up to 5-axis machining, along with many other machine shop services. We have attained and maintained the latest international quality accreditations of ISO9001:2015 and the aerospace and defense industry specific AS9100D. We currently serve a broad range of customers and end-uses in North America and Europe from our West Jordan, Utah facility.

9706 S. Prosperity Road
West Jordan, UT 84081
www.cleanmach.com

Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division provides solutions that utilize data from design and engineering, production and metrology to make manufacturing smarter. Hexagon The company works with customers to improve productivity by embedding quality throughout the product lifecycle.

Manufacturers can take control of quality at all key stages of research, design and development with Hexagon’s unparalleled portfolio of digital manufacturing technologies spanning CAE solutions for design and engineering, CAD/CAM and complementary software for production applications, metrology hardware and software solutions, data management and analytics tools. Hexagon empowers technology users every step of the way with deep and actionable insight into product quality, ensuring that quality drives productivity.

Together, Hexagon software solutions create a digital thread throughout the manufacturing process, enabling the entire factory to take a holistic view of quality and work together with speed and confidence to achieve the desired outcome. Hexagon’s hardware solutions use metrology to bring real-world physical attributes to the digital thread in order to improve the accuracy of operations.

The digital thread ties together a connected ecosystem for manufacturing and, with the addition of domain expertise and intelligence, enables continuous learning to improve product quality. By placing quality at the heart of the process, Hexagon is developing Autonomous Connected Ecosystems for manufacturing – more typically referred to as Smart Factories. Using Hexagon technologies, users can rethink quality in their departments and collaborate with colleagues onsite or around the world to design and engineer, produce and measure quality – and ensure the highest level of quality is delivered to their customers.

Looking for more information?
NTMA members can visit the Hexagon website at: www.hexagonmi.com
Nick Zentil – Director of North American Sales
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence Division
T: 805-586-8314 M: 805-490-5855
E: nicholas.zentil@hexagon.com

NTMA Welcomes Its Newest National Associate Member: Hexagon
Engage 2021 will build on NTMA’s long legacy of providing precision manufacturers and industry leaders with the invaluable experience of gathering together to network, learn and advocate for the advancement and future of the industry.

“We have been a member for 26 years...networking with other members has been beneficial. [Engage] is very informative and presents keynote speakers and valuable information to our business and chapter.”

- Kevin O'Donnell, O-D Tool - NTMA Boston Chapter

We hope you’ll join us for a true, in person event, for exciting ways to Engage with the nation’s largest network of Precision Manufacturers.

www.manufacturingengage.org

For more information contact Kristen Hrusch: khrusch@ntma.org
For sponsorship opportunities contact Kelly LaMarca: klamarca@ntma.org
AGENDA

Tuesday, October 26th

2:00PM-6:00PM Regiception
3:30PM-5:00PM AMPED Board Meeting*
8:00PM Cornhole Tournament & NRL Fundraiser

Wednesday, October 27th

7:15AM-8:15AM NTMF Meeting & Breakfast*
8:00AM-5:00PM Registration
8:00AM-5:00PM Exhibit Tables
8:00AM-8:30AM Breakfast
8:30AM-9:30AM Conference Kickoff
Membership Recognition & Awards
9:30AM-9:45AM Networking Break
9:45AM-10:45AM Opening Keynote:
Digital Twins in Manufacturing: Driving Manufacturing 4.0
10:45AM-11:00AM Networking Break
11:00AM-12:00PM Breakout Sessions
• Actionable Sales and Marketing Efforts to Build
  your Digital Foundation
• The Dark Factory – Benefits, Challenges and
  Implementation Strategies
• Leadership Workshop – Gratitude Strategies to
  Boost your Leadership and Lift your Life
12:00PM-1:30PM Open Lunch
12:00PM-1:30PM First Timer Meet & Greet and Lunch
Hosted by: DMG MORI
1:30PM-2:30PM General Session 1
Top Shops - What Drives High Performance in Machine Shops
2:30PM-2:45PM Networking Break
2:45PM-3:45PM General Session 2
Winning the War for Talent
3:45PM-5:00PM Community Outreach Program
5:00PM-6:00PM EL Rising Reception*
6:00PM Free Night to Explore Old Alexandria

* Asterisk designates meetings for Team Members only or functions that are by invite only.

Thursday, October 28th

7:30AM-9:00AM Board of Trustees Meeting & Breakfast
8:00AM-5:00PM Registration
8:00AM-5:00PM Exhibit Tables
8:30AM-9:00AM Breakfast
9:00AM-12:00PM Offsite Activities
• Walking Tour of Old Alexandria
• Washington Monuments Tour - Boat Cruise on the Potomac River
• National Inventors Hall of Fame and Museum
• Innovation Workshop at Building Momentum
12:30PM-2:00PM Luncheon & NTMA Update
2:00PM-3:15PM General Session 3
The Washington Agenda for Manufacturing in America
3:15PM-3:30PM Networking Break
3:30PM-5:00PM Roundtables
• Precision Machining
• Tools, Dies and Molds
• Aerospace
• Medical
5:00PM-6:00PM Cocktail Hour - PAC Fundraiser
7:00PM-10:00PM Evening Event at Pinstripes & GAAF Fundraiser

Friday, October 29th

8:00AM-11:00AM Registration
8:00AM-11:00AM Exhibit Tables
8:00AM-8:30AM Breakfast
8:30AM-9:30AM General Session 4
How Businesses Can Use Data to Confidently Move Forward
in Unprecedented Times
9:30AM-9:45AM Networking Break
9:45AM-10:45AM General Session 5
The Impact of Dominating Trends in Manufacturing in Your Shop
10:45AM-11:00AM Networking Break
11:00AM-12:00PM Closing Keynote
Investing Beyond Technology: Creating an Innovative
and Inspired Workplace
12:00PM Conference Wrap Up
1:30PM-4:00PM Optional Activity - Plant Tour(s)
CHAPTER NEWS

AccuRounds has been named one of four Honors Program winners in association with Modern Machine Shop’s annual Top Shops benchmarking survey.

Modern Machine Shop offers this annual survey to enable its audience — owners and managers of U.S. computer numerical control (CNC) machine shops — to compare their operations’ performance and practices against industry leaders. The survey is divided into four primary sections: machining technology, shopfloor practices, business strategies and human resources. An Honors Program winner is chosen for each of these categories, and AccuRounds was named 2021 Honors Program winner for Human Resources.

“Each year, Honors Program winners are vetted and selected by me from a top-tier benchmarking group established from answers to select survey questions,” said Matt Danford, Modern Machine Shop’s senior editor. “AccuRounds doesn’t just claim to put its people first. For this turned-parts specialist, the proof is in the profits.”

“We are honored and humbled to be recognized as a U.S. Top Shop. Highlighting our human resource practices is extremely gratifying. Our Core Values — Gratitude, Excellence, Team First, Initiative, Trust — define our culture, and the AccuRounds team lives them every day,” said Michael Tamasi, CEO. “We are grateful to our team for all their hard work and our customers and suppliers for trusting us to do the job right!”

AccuRounds will also be presenting at the Top Shops Expo, happening October 12-14 in Cincinnati, OH. The program dives into the Top Shops data to identify key success drivers for job shops and offers insight from shop owners and Top Shops Honorees on how they have improved as a shop and grown their business.

About AccuRounds:
AccuRounds, founded in 1976, is an advanced manufacturer that machines and assembles precision turned components serving many industries including medical, aerospace, defense, oil and gas and semiconductor. Capabilities include CNC Swiss screw machining, CNC turning and CNC milling. For more information, visit www.accurounds.com.

About Modern Machine Shop:
Modern Machine Shop is the leading media brand in North America devoted to CNC machining. To report on the ways CNC machining technology is advancing and succeeding, our staff writers travel the world exploring the ways job shops, contract shops and captive operations use machining equipment, processes and strategies to become more effective and efficient. MMS combines unprecedented editorial access to manufacturing facilities with decades of experience to provide content that is both insightful and impactful.

NTMA Western Massachusetts Chapter Raises Record-Breaking Money for Education

The NTMA Western Massachusetts Chapter raised a record-breaking $5,600 for the Larry Maier Memorial Education Fund at its 14th Annual Mainline Drive Pig Roast. Reaching students in grades 5-8 and their parents early is key, the trade group says. The industry needs to show them the benefits of a career in advanced manufacturing.

“Our Annual Mainline Drive Pig Roast is one of the best-attended events that the WMNTMA holds every year! Bringing in business owners, educators, legislators, friends and family of manufacturing to get together, network, have fun and raise money for The Larry Maier Memorial Education Fund which is used to support and promote training and careers in manufacturing for students down to the 5th grade in the Lower Pioneer Valley,” said Kristin Carlson, president of Peerless Precision and Maier’s daughter.

Every year, Kristin makes a toast to her late father for his leadership and dedication to the WMNTMA, local vocational education and the manufacturing industry.
Keep your key employees involved and join us the week after Manufacturing Engage for our 'Stay Engaged' virtual event - coming November 2-5, 2021!

Our Stay Engaged content will take place via the GoToTraining platform - each day will include three hours of content, with each day focused on a different area of your shop. The first hour will be a recording of the Opening/Closing Keynote or a General Session from the conference, followed by interactive sessions for the remaining two hours.

Each day will cover one of the following areas:
- Technology
- Sales & Marketing
- Workforce/HR Development
- Finance

By registering for the in-person conference, you will have full access, company-wide, to participate in the Stay Engaged event. When registering, please add any additional attendees you'd like to participate in the virtual event.

Not able to join us in-person, but still want access to some of our great content? You will be able to register yourself and anyone else in your company for just the Stay Engaged - virtual event. Registration for the virtual component is only $495 - please ensure that "Stay Engaged" is marked as Registration Type.

Register at: www.manufacturingengage.com
IN THE NEWS

Fastems Delves Into the Compelling Link Between Automation and Improving Sustainable Manufacturing

Through calculating its carbon handprint and footprint, NTMA National Associate Member, Fastems, has taken its first steps towards understanding how automation enables more sustainable production development and how to reduce the company’s own environmental impact. In addition to these calculations, Fastems has mapped out how the three pillars of sustainability, namely the environment, the economy and the society can be supported through intelligent automation solutions.

Together with industry-leading sustainability agency Gaia Consulting, Fastems has modeled the mechanism that measures how much tCO2e is saved through investing in an average Fastems flexible manufacturing system (FMS). This measurement is called the carbon handprint. According to these calculations, one can save up to 538 tCO2e through the investment, which equals to making 76 car trips around the globe.

Fastems CEO Mikko Nyman explains, “The effect is possible because automation can triple the utilization rate of machine tools. A typical non-automated machine tool cuts chips around 2,000 hours per year whereas an automated one can reach 6,000 – or even over 8,000 – yearly production hours. This means that instead of purchasing six non-automated machine tools, manufacturers can purchase two automated ones to achieve the same production capacity.” All this is possible because automation and digitalization enable greater resource efficiency, more timely production, less waste and improved quality. At the same time, work becomes more meaningful and safer for the operators involved. Automation helps to make manufacturing competitive anywhere in the world; benefiting from strong manufacturing is a cornerstone for economic success in any nation, ensuring the well-being of people.

In addition to calculating its carbon handprint, Fastems has also calculated its carbon footprint, meaning the CO2-equivalent of emissions associated with the company’s own operations. This is an important step because once the numbers are known, they can be improved. Regarding Fastems’ direct emissions and those from purchased energy (GHG Protocol Scopes 1–2), the biggest share comes from consuming electricity and heat, which make up for nearly two-thirds of the company’s carbon footprint. Now that scopes one and two have been calculated, Fastems’ next step is measuring its indirect emissions (GHG Protocol Scope 3) beginning with business travel, and to set goals in 2021 to reduce its carbon impact.

“For despite business travel makes only a part of our indirect emission, it’s one of the most substantial ones and once calculated during the fall of 2021, we’ll know much more about our environmental impact as a whole and be able to set goals to reduce it,” says Nyman and concludes: “The carbon hand- and footprint calculations, understanding the three pillars of sustainability and what they mean to us, as well as setting goals for the future are what allow us to build a more climate-friendly Fastems and manufacturing industry.”

For more information about Fastems & Sustainability, see www.fastems.com/sustainability.

For more information about carbon hand- and footprint calculations, contact Marketing Director Mikko Tuomaala at +358 50 441 4236 or mikko.tuomaala@fastems.com
For over 70 years, Royal Products has been helping manufacturers squeeze every last drop of performance out of their CNC machine tools. Our broad range of tooling, workholding, automation, and mist-control products help reduce setup times, increase throughput, improve part accuracy, and enable unmanned production. Optimize your production today with Royal Products.

Royal Quick-Grip™ CNC Collet Chucks
- Ten-second collet changes
- Ultra-precision accuracy – 0.0002” TIR or better
- Industry-leading gripping range – 0.062”
- Superior rigidity, gripping torque, and tool clearance

Royal I.D. Workholding Systems
- Internal gripping offers full machining access to the entire length of the workpiece O.D.
- Parallel expansion for optimum accuracy and gripping torque
- Custom systems available – up to 25” diameter

Royal Mist Collectors
- Low-cost, highly efficient mist and smoke collectors keep your shop clean and your workers healthy
- Over 150,000 units operating in over 50 countries worldwide
- Exclusive Royal Risk-Free Performance Guarantee

Royal Rota-Rack™ Parts Accumulator
- Safely collects a large volume of finished parts for hours of unmanned production on bar-fed CNC lathes
- Heavy-duty design handles up to 700 lbs. of parts
- Easy to setup and install – no interface with CNC control is required

For Additional Performance Solutions, visit www.royalproducts.com
Trust in Your Workforce

By Bill Padnos - Executive Director, AMPED & National Tooling & Machining Foundation

I recently had the opportunity to watch an entire Chicago Bears game without any other commitments. This is a rare occasion for me since I live in Pittsburgh and the Bears are not on national TV as much as they used to be.

As a fan, you have a lot of faith in your team. Even though the odds makers and talking heads all predicted that Aaron Donald would spend the entire game sacking Andy Dalton, you still have hope that things will turn out better. (Unfortunately, Bears head coach Matt Nagy perhaps didn’t have the same hope that I had in this team – the Rams did roll over Chicago.)

Much like with football, having faith in your team is a critical factor in bottom-line results. Ask yourself right now - Do have trust in your current workforce?

Good things come when leaders trust their employees, and vice-versa. Building a culture of trust and reliability is dependent on both employees and managers having the data they need to make good decisions and deliver great results. With Smart Manufacturing on the rise, shops are seeking to revolutionize the way they operate. This means that shop owners will need the innovation and critical thinking of an engaged workforce to make it a reality. Employees are working in operations every day, and they’re hopefully filled to the brim with ideas for innovation and reinventing both daily business processes and operating work streams.

Prioritizing a people-centric work environment – one that promotes the opportunity for all to collaborate to innovate – will have a positive effect on your shop’s digital transformation. Are you providing your employees the space to develop those ideas on their own, and are you willing to take risks while encouraging employees to do the same? When organizations create an atmosphere where people love to work, it’s a game-changer. Work life is more fulfilling for employees, management feels more connected with their teams, and the bottom line naturally benefits from an engaged and more productive workforce.

Smart Manufacturing requires the involvement and integration of numerous stakeholders. In addition to manufacturing leaders, smart manufacturers must engage with employees in all departments as a means to ensure all members of the Smart Manufacturing team are working closely together towards a common goal. Complete integration of the advanced manufacturing ecosystem will indeed revolutionize your machine shop at all levels and across all value streams. No longer will “siloed” departments be able to get by without communicating with colleagues on other teams within the plant. Full integrations of systems and machinery also mean full integration of departments, staff, and work plans.

Smart Manufacturing is also a great tool for recruitment and youth engagement. Those working, those seeking work, and members of the public in general should, at every opportunity, be made aware of the opportunities and innovation created by Smart Manufacturing. In many respects, the manufacturing sector currently struggles to shift public perception in regard to the benefits of a career in manufacturing. Taking hold of a movement of youth education programs related to STEM like the National Robotics Leagues and sharing the news about the innovations in manufacturing can play a key role in supporting the recruitment and retention of a strong pool of workers in the Smart Manufacturing sector.

In addition, it is important for you to immediately begin to lead and collaborate with career and technical education providers to ensure what is being taught in the classroom translates to the skills necessary to operate in smart manufacturing shops. Many CTE educators in secondary and post-secondary institutions face resource, capacity and expertise limitations that will only further widen the skills gap. You must play an integral role in supporting the development of their educational and training programs along with helping them to identify and secure the software and machinery and resources required to best prepare workers for employment within Smart Manufacturing shop. Harnessing the expertise and resources of both educators and manufacturing leaders is key to addressing the skills gap.

Imagine the possibilities when every day your employees came to work excited to do better today than they did yesterday and how your company would prosper if your employees were dedicated to supporting your company mission and each other in attaining it. I understand that this is the “feel good” stuff, but having a smart workforce is the key to benefiting from a smart shop floor. Certainly, no one can jump straight into a full-scale Smart Manufacturing solution and expect their whole team to fall in step instantly. Have trust in your team, NTMA, and local education partners to ensure that your current and future workforce is fully equipped to make advanced manufacturing more efficient, sustainable and innovative. And show the same passion in that trust and faith that you would for your favorite football team.
The 2021 Top Shops Survey is Now Open.

Don’t miss your chance to benchmark your business and find out how you stack up.

All participants receive a free listing on the Top Shops Sourcing platform and a custom report detailing your shop’s strengths and opportunities.

“We ended up winning about a five year contract just solely through the exposure we received from the Top Shops program.”

Matt Wardle, President, JD Machine

Take the Survey: survey.mmsonline.com/topshops
Cloud Adoption for ERP is No Longer Optional

By Paul Van Metre, Co-Founder, ProShop ERP

On-Prem ERP’s have had a good run but are quickly becoming obsolete when considering the benefits of cloud ERP. With the technology available at the time, and the scope they were meant to manage, on-prem systems were sufficient in the past. But today the demands of the industry are higher than ever before, driving the shift to cloud ERP.

On-Prem Systems Have Many Inherent Disadvantages Including:

- **Expensive Setup** - Servers need to be purchased and configured. Upfront software licenses are expensive to buy. Maintenance is needed to provide support, and major upgrades often require additional fees as well as lots of IT cost.
- **Increased Operational Costs** - The ongoing IT demands are very high and require full-time staff or third-party consultants. Servers need constant maintenance and upgrades requiring considerable expense and downtime, which shops can’t afford. The computers that employees use to access the system must be constantly updated. Security patches are constantly needed and often go undone, leaving the company vulnerable to hacks.
- **Limited Access** - On-prem systems require users to be in the shop or connected to a VPN to access the data. This limited access is a barrier to communication, having the latest information, and making data-driven decisions.
- **Limited Scope** - Many systems are limited in what they manage, often being accounting-based, with no functionality to manage the most important parts of a manufacturing company—shop-floor operations and quality.

The benefits to Cloud-based shop management software are so overwhelmingly positive, and traditional on-prem vendors are moving their solutions to the Cloud. The move to the Cloud is in every shop’s future, sooner or later. The most advanced companies have moved already or will move soon, reaping the benefits, and leaving competitors to survive on out-of-date systems.
The New Efficient Reality
With Cloud ERP

For those who have taken the leap to a natively Cloud-based and fully integrated shop management system, (sometimes referred to as a DME or Digital Manufacturing Ecosystem), the inefficiencies of on-prem systems are a thing of the past. The software is current and up-to-date, and all company information is available from the browser including all project-related files, engineering data, inventory, real-time job status, quality measurements, work instructions, calibration records, QMS documents, and much more.

THE BENEFITS OF CLOUD ERP INCLUDE:

- **Lower Operational Cost** - There are no servers to maintain. No software to install on user computers. The software is always up-to-date, always backed up, and never requires a costly and complicated upgrade. IT costs and staff can be drastically reduced.

- **Ease of Access** - You can access the system and your information from any browser at any time. From the shop floor, to your home, or poolside while you’re on vacation, Cloud ERP is always available. Being able to retrieve or add data to the system at any time provides higher operational performance, better decision-making and peace of mind.

- **Increased Security** - With some cloud providers offering Two Factor Authentication, encryption, and GovCloud level hosting, Cloud providers do all the testing, patches, backups and updates, so your data is as secure as possible at all times.

- **Increased ERP Performance** - As your Cloud provider can always right-size the server hardware as you grow, and keep it current with the latest server technologies, your ERP can function at peak performance without you having to worry about it.

- **One System** - With an integrated ERP/MES/QMS system, there is only one place to look for all data. No more spreadsheets, separate databases, or other software housing disconnected data.

When all those benefits are combined, the positive impact on overall company performance is dramatic. Some Cloud systems are designed to be paperless, and eliminating paper from the shop floor has numerous cost-saving aspects. There is only one source of truth with no separate spreadsheets, paper forms, separate databases, filing cabinets, and tribal knowledge. The best decisions can be made at all times because everyone has access to the latest current information. Lost or out-of-date travelers are a thing of the past as well because all employees only see the latest version of all information.

When company personnel are provided with all the pertinent information at their fingertips to do their jobs most efficiently, improvements of total shop efficiency/throughput on the order of 25% with less staff and the same number of machines are not uncommon.

In the past, the decision between on-prem and Cloud was less clear. Today, the advantages of Cloud systems far outweigh the advantages of on-prem systems. The industry is quickly moving to the Cloud and the most progressive and high-performing shops have adopted cloud systems. It may be time for your team to consider the future of your ERP system and how a Cloud system can help keep your company competitive, efficient, and profitable.

NTMA National Associate Member ProShop is a proprietary ERP, MES and QMS software package that was developed over 17 years — born from the need to manage and understand the complex needs of manufacturing companies. Whether you have a machine shop, fabrication, dedicated products, composites, or any other type of discrete manufacturing company — ProShop will redefine and set a new bar for manufacturing software and completely change the way you think about your business and the software to run it most efficiently and profitably. Visit the website for more information.

www.proshoperp.com
NTMA Survey: The Biggest Frustrations With New & Younger Buyers

By Madilyn Movsesian – Marketing, Felber PR & Marketing

93% Of members claimed their buyers would rather have communication through email versus phone

53% Of members said they rarely receive RFQs that do not fit the products or services they provide

22% Of members said that when they receive RFQs, the important items missing that requires additional communication is missing all of the time

64% Of members said that their purchasing agent indicates they researched their company website or Google ranking 0-25% of the time

Felber Public Relations & Marketing, an NTMA business partner, recently conducted a survey where we asked NTMA members questions regarding their biggest frustrations with new/younger buyers.

For each question and resulting response, we list multiple marketing suggestions to impact solutions. The marketing and sales techniques indicate ways you can improve prospect and customer relations, further decide if your prospect is interested, and solidify your position in the market. Our research survey revealed members’ top concerns. Members were asked the questions below. Results follow each question.

1. What is the preferred method of communication ‘of the buyer’ with your company? 93% of members claimed their buyers would rather have communication through email versus phone

The result here aligns with the younger generation preferring technology over speaking in person. They do not want to be tied into a phone conversation, but rather prefer “control” over the channels of communication they use. When was the last time you heard your phone ring? Consider adding additional channels of communication — such as website chat, text, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) webpages, social media and responsive email.

Another tactic to getting your prospect on the phone is to give them access to your calendar and the ability to book a short conversation. Given this control, the buyer can decide to book time with you — all the while they may still be playing phone tag with your competitor. Since manufacturers will be limited on showing their expertise with these channels, consider developing case studies, demonstrative articles, technical papers and eBooks to more accurately portray your expertise. Technical and sales staff can reference articles and content via chats and emails. This tactic not only improves your reputation, but also provides sales staff with further behavior tactics.

For example: If you send three linked topic articles to your prospect, and you receive data they opened and read these articles, you know that this particular prospect may be more engaged. Imagine how impressed a prospect will be if following your interaction, three articles arrive in their inbox addressing the very concern they discussed?

2. How often does the purchasing agent indicate they researched your company website or Google ranking? 64% of members said that their purchasing agent indicates they researched their company website or Google ranking 0-25% of the time
Searching for and researching suppliers will continue to skew more toward the internet. Whether via Google searches, trade media articles or industry directories, your number one job is to be easily visible when your prospect is searching for the solutions you offer.

Conduct an audit of your website and seek professional assistance in determining how optimized your website is for search. Much like with communication channels, having current and relevant content about your services, expertise and solutions will consistently help you rise to the top of Google and other search engines. A critical key action to consider that impacts lead conversion is having a website that makes it VERY easy to capture leads. Consider forms, chats and call-to-action (CTA) buttons that encourage the website visitor to contact you.

3. When receiving RFQ’s, how often are important items missing that require additional communication? 22% of members said that when they receive RFQ’s, the important items missing that requires additional communication is missing all of the time

Tracking down buyers, especially ones that will not answer a phone or respond to email, can make trying to complete RFQ’s in a timely manner very frustrating. When items are missing or confusing, your ability to accurately estimate a project declines – and incomplete or unfilled RFQ’s take your company out of the running. Consider providing a checklist to prompt the buyer with all the items you need to complete their request - preferably as an online form that is sent directly to estimating. Make sure your internal systems notify the correct people and encourage immediate response.

Other tactics to improve response are the prior mentioned FAQ’s, as well as the ability to communicate in the buyer’s preferred method (chat, text, or email). Also, consider online calculators: they are great at asking questions and helping you record leads in your sales database – and can help separate serious leads from tire kickers.

4. How common is it to receive RFQs or inquiries that do not fit with the products and services you provide? 53% of members said they rarely receive RFQs that do not fit the products or services they provide.

While over 50% of you indicate you do not receive inquiries for products and services you do not provide, there still might be confusion with younger buyers. One of our best practices is to have estimators and sales personnel create lists of common questions or inquiries that do not fit. Then, we create articles that address common misconceptions. By regularly educating your prospective buyer on everything from the equipment you use to the materials you work in, you can reduce RFQ’s that might waste your limited estimators’ time.

5. Are there any other issues with younger/newer buyers you would like to see addressed?

“Understanding of lead time and what goes into the manufacturing process.”

Of course, no one knows your manufacturing process better than you. Consider creating videos that show your facility and infographics and articles that describe, in detail, the steps needed to complete your process. While we are not suggesting you show proprietary processes, this is an opportunity to educate. Another way is to invite prospects and customers to your facility for a private tour. Understanding how products are made and the steps involved further educates your buyer. While speaking to a printer about deadlines and processes, he quipped: “You can rush people, but you cannot rush chemicals” — referring to drying time before items can be cut and packaged. A touch of education goes a long way.

“Knowing the market, products, and how to conduct business in an intelligent way. They have no concept of the issues, problems or culture of the suppliers.”

To educate buyers about the market and culture of an industry, consider developing “thought leader” articles from your experts. Take them inside your philosophy and culture. A technical article from an industry veteran goes a long way with new buyers; they are hungry to learn and would appreciate learning from the best. Webinars, speaking at industry events, and engaging in open houses are three great ways to share your knowledge.

“A better understanding of the value we bring to the table and what is required to meet the requirements of their parts.”

Buyers really want the same thing as you: a quality product, delivered on time, and at a reasonable price. Provide content that makes them feel comfortable with their decision to award your company its business. This could be hosting tours, or even informing them of your certifications, quality policies and training procedures. If you have achieved ISO ratings or industry seals, promote them on your website and in articles – explaining why those certifications matter.

Develop eBooks and white papers that further demonstrate your expertise. These items are also great “content offers” to attract and convert new buyers to your prospective database. Prospects will often fill out a form if they believe the content in your eBook will help them.

“Being able to accurately communicate in person and build relationships in person, not through technology.”

As mentioned above, there are many ways to improve your communications with prospective buyers. In addition to the items listed, consider adding public speaking as a skill set. Host a Toastmasters chapter or regularly create skill sessions on communications. Whether you are hosting a webinar, speaking in person at a conference or hosting a factory tour, being comfortable speaking in person and live is a great skill. When engaging with industry reporters and editors, it is the subject matter experts that get featured and routinely asked for the opinions in articles.

Is your organization having similar frustrations with buyers? Contact Rob Felber for more solutions on how to solve these problems. RobFelber@FelberPR.com, (330) 963-3664 or book a free consultation today.
10 Ways Smart Scheduling Boosts Your Manufacturing

By Adam Grabowski, Director of Marketing at Global Shop Solutions

Scheduling jobs is one of the most important tasks in a manufacturing enterprise. Given the amount of variability involved in scheduling a busy shop floor, it's also one of the most complex and demanding. Loading new jobs into the schedule, or moving around existing ones, involves a staggering array of variables. From work orders, raw material availability and due dates to employee skill sets, work center capacity, jobs in progress and more, every detail must be accounted for to achieve accurate, timely scheduling. Performing this gargantuan task manually can take hours or even days to properly align the flow of work on the shop floor. It can also result in costly mistakes that impact productivity, profitability, and the customer relationships you count on.

With ERP (enterprise resource planning) scheduling is a different story. Designed to simplify and automate the process of scheduling work orders in a busy shop floor environment, ERP can process all the scheduling variables in a matter of seconds. It then uses highly sophisticated algorithms to automatically design the most efficient schedule to meet customer due dates. All you do is enter the data and the software does the scheduling for you.

Here are 10 ways it helps accomplish the result every manufacturer wants — on-time delivery every time.

1. Know the status of jobs in real time.
One of the biggest advantages of ERP scheduling is the ability to track jobs in real time. With a few keystrokes, you can easily see the current status of any job, including where it’s been, where it is now, and where it’s going next. You can also see whether it’s on schedule or lagging behind. Having access to this data helps identify bottlenecks while jobs are in progress to ensure they get completed on time.

2. Know your true capacity for machines, work centers and personnel.
When you can’t determine the true capacity of resources and people, you can only guess. With ERP scheduling, planners get a real-time overview of all work centers and available labor hours, allowing them to balance loads across resources by instantly identifying which ones have excess load or capacity.

3. Easily move or reroute jobs for better forecasting.
When rerouting jobs, the inability to see how the changes will impact other jobs makes it difficult to adjust your schedule on the fly. It can also lead to accepting customer due dates hoping (rather than knowing) you can make them. ERP scheduling makes rerouting jobs simple with short- and long-term “what if” scenario planning.

4. Identify production bottlenecks in real-time.
Manual scheduling creates bottlenecks when multiple jobs get stacked on top of each other due to limited capacity. ERP reduces and, in many cases, eliminates these bottlenecks by automatically scheduling the right job on the right machine at the right time. It also identifies when and where the workflow will be light or heavy, allowing planners to adjust labor hours and move people around to balance the workloads.

5. Instantly see how new or “hot” jobs will affect other jobs.
How many times have you pulled an ongoing job out of a machine to respond to a more urgent order, knowing you will lose money on the job? Many companies try to solve this problem by hiring more schedulers, which only adds to the complexity of the scheduling process. With ERP, you can insert a hot job and instantly see how it will impact current and future jobs on the schedule.

6. Accept customer due date requirements based on factual data.
With manual scheduling, setting due dates often relies on guesswork. ERP tracks what you’re making, how you’re making it, how many you’re making, and work in progress at any given moment. It uses this data to determine exactly when each job will be finished so you can confidently tell customers when they will receive their parts.

7. Salespeople will have confidence when promising due dates.
From a sales perspective, one of the real strengths of ERP scheduling is the ability to turn a “no” into a “yes we can” when customers request difficult due dates. It does this by providing complete visibility of data on every job — from work order number to completion due date — in a variety of formats.

8. Production managers have more time to manage.
With manual scheduling, production managers often spend inordinate amounts of time trying to fix the schedule. ERP allows them to do the job they were hired to do — respond to and manage events on the shop floor that require their knowledge, expertise and judgment.

9. Lower production costs.
The ability to schedule quickly and accurately lays the foundation for a host of shop floor benefits, including lowering the cost of setup, production, shipping, and more. For example, when customers order the same part with different due dates, ERP reduces setup time by scheduling multiple jobs of the same part to run concurrently rather than days or weeks apart.

10. Sleep better at night.
The uncertainty that comes with manual scheduling creates tremendous stress. ERP software takes the stress out of scheduling by simplifying and automating the entire process.

ERP software enables companies to achieve faster cycle times, better on-time delivery rates, reduced administrative overhead, lower labor and materials costs, improved productivity, and more. Companies can manage the numbers in real-time (instead of at the end of the month), leading to timely, informed decisions that enhance the future success of the business. More than just a production management tool, ERP acts as an ongoing process improvement platform that empowers the entire organization to become leaner, more efficient and more profitable.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Adam Grabowski is the Director of Marketing at NTMA National Associate Member Global Shop Solutions. He is responsible for translating the company’s business objectives into a successful brand, marketing, and communication strategies to drive awareness, revenue, and loyalty. Visit: www.globalshopsolutions.com for more information.
Make a plan to make yourself a smarter manufacturer.

Register Today for the Top Shops Expo – A Smarter Way To Source Your Parts and Solve Your Problems.

The brand-new Top Shops Expo connects all members of the manufacturing supply chain – executives, engineers, designers, procurement specialists, and technology suppliers. An extension of the annual Top Shops Benchmarking Survey, the Top Shops Expo will provide education, tips, strategies, and processes that are used by the most successful experts in manufacturing, as well as key networking opportunities and show floor populated by the industry’s finest. Simply put: this event is a can’t miss show for any professional that’s part of the manufacturing supply chain.

› Source Parts
› Spec New Technology
› Sell Your Brand
› Solve Business Problems

This show will put the entire North American supply chain on the show floor—from start to part to finish.

Make sure you’re there in October!

INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING? Contact Bob Huff BHuff@gardnerweb.com (513) 527-8858
WANT TO KNOW MORE? Contact Ellen Durchholz EllenD@gardnerweb.com (513) 338-2191

Visit TopShopsExpo.com for more details.
How Blockchain Mitigates Supply Chain Risk and Automates Tasks

By Dennis Delgado, CPO, SyncFab
What is Smart Manufacturing and how can my business move towards it? This is a question I hear often, and unfortunately, there is no straightforward answer. The reality is Smart Manufacturing involves many new technologies married together to help optimize manufacturing processes and find cost-saving opportunities. It’s a large undertaking, but blockchain is a good place to start.

Blockchain is the skeletal understructure that secures and optimizes sensitive supply chain information between manufacturing facilities. Blockchain expedites and streamlines business processes in supply chain management. The way blockchain data is stored and transferred between businesses, simplifies the procurement and precision parts selling process. Blockchain’s distributed ledger technology creates immutable records of all data transactions, making it safe and easy for management teams to transfer and review data.

**Immediate Blockchain technology benefits to Supply Chains:**
- Cuts procurement costs and production
- Offers real-time traceability of production
- Can automate RFQ and PO processes
- Alleviates risk through “Know Your Customer” member verification
- Speeds up payments and incentivize new business with cryptocurrency such as the MFG Token

Many manufacturers are unable to attain essential parts and raw materials for manufacturing. Subsequently, finished projects are being shipped much later than expected. The pandemic crisis has exposed cracks in the current supply chain infrastructure and has disrupted entire industries. To ensure accurate and swift transportation of parts in a time of crisis, a redesign of an antiquated system is needed.

Identifying the right manufacturer, with available capacity, that can create the correct precision parts can be a slow manual process of data filtering and phone calls. This process can be instantaneously done through blockchain’s smart contract technology.

Smart Contracts remove human error and reduce costs by automatically identifying which suppliers in the blockchain network have the technical expertise, nearby location, compatible machinery, and available capacity needed for a given job.

In the past year, many businesses have not been able to maintain profitability due to the COVID-19 pandemic and it is hard to predict how long this will last. Therefore, every dollar saved by switching operations over to a blockchain network will help facilities maintain their current staffing and operations. Additionally, the blockchain network will save time for both businesses and manufacturers and help deliver essential finished products to consumers. Blockchain technologies, such as Smart Contracts and Distributed Ledgers, provide automated tasks and secure data storage giving teams improved exception handling.

**Blockchain technologies can enable:**
- Automate recurring custom part quote requests
- Delegate Purchasers and Parts Manufacturers to begin working immediately on order fulfillment
- Instantly review qualifications and equipment without background and credit checks
- Compare, review, and approve qualified CNC machine shops and precision parts suppliers

Users of the blockchain-enabled supply chain can view real-time information regarding their parts fabrication, production, and delivery. Each individual precision part is given an ID code and can be tracked on the network. Orders are backed by virtual verification protocols which can confirm the authenticity and build trust between buyers and sellers. A permanent record is created for each order. Orders are dynamic with the option to alter individual components in real-time. Supply chain efficiencies are improved with automated RFQ management, platform notification of quotes, and smart contract approvals for payment.

Suppliers benefit greatly from cryptocurrency accelerated smart contract payments using tokens such as the MFG Token. Cryptocurrency reduces payment cycles from net-weeks to same-day it takes to confirm quality inspection and delivery of goods. In addition, machine shops quoting RFQs can be rewarded, with cryptocurrency, incentivizing prompt response times. New DeFi (Decentralized Finance) blockchain applications will allow buyers, sellers, lenders, and borrowers to interact directly with one another, removing traditional bank fees and long transaction processes.

Companies that have already implemented blockchain into their smart manufacturing supply chain initiatives have fared much better over the past year. Companies better understand their supply chain organization and avoid last-minute stress since possible disruption is recorded by the blockchain network for better exception handling. At-risk components are known by the system which allows procurement to be assigned to different sites to attain limited supply items.

Implementing a new management system can be seen as expensive and work-intensive. However, fusing the supply chain with blockchain technologies is unavoidable if firms want to stay ahead of the next crisis. SyncFab’s supply chain platform is built with blockchain technology and has the ability to streamline the way buyers and suppliers procure, manage, and track precision parts production. We believe suppliers should be afforded the flexibility to redirect workflow to maintain supply chains without disruption.

These blockchain-based features are invaluable to this generation of industry 4.0 supply chains. Learn more about SyncFab can help your Smart Manufacturing initiatives and become a SyncFab supplier partner on our website:

[www.syncfab.com/become-a-partner](http://www.syncfab.com/become-a-partner)
The digital twin is the summation of the digital model and the real-world instance. Combining these two creates a digital representation that can be used for various scenarios. The International Organization for Standardization defines the digital twin as “manufacturing” fit for purpose digital representation of an observable manufacturing element with a means to enable convergence between the element and its digital representation at an appropriate rate of synchronization.” The synchronization in the digital twin’s current state can be seen in three areas: simulation and prediction, as-manufactured, and as-used.

Deloitte discusses the various technologies that can converge to allow the twin to be an achievable technology: “Simulation, new sources of data, interoperability, visualization, instrumentation, and platform.” While a 3D model has been around for a long time, it has always been disconnected from the real world. Overlaying the actual conditions of the part is the first step of the digital twin. The next step is harvesting value from this synergy.

Putting the digital twin to work

There are several areas that will benefit from this technology. Within an organization, the areas that will directly benefit from this are product design, process optimization, quality management, supply chain management, predictive maintenance, cross-discipline collaboration, and analyzing the customer experience. According to technology consultant and advisor Daniel Araya, “Going forward, digital twin technology is emerging as one of the key software tools in revolutionizing product development.” Driving change to the furthest point upstream in the value stream will allow for better manufacturing capability and a more robust end product.

The construction industry has begun to accept the value of the digital twin. AlThOrity discusses the value of the twin in construction: “A digital twin will help project managers visualize how a building works in real-time and helps them to increase performance. For planning and construction of future buildings, data obtained from Digital Twin can be used. The model prediction will monitor the approach and determine, starting with the current building situation, on the basis of forwarding simulation. Managers then can evaluate multiple action paths and measure their possibilities and the resulting cost functions in order to make the right option for the next steps.”

Collaboration

Not only does the twin allow for a deeper understanding of the predicted and real world, but it increases the value of collaboration. According to Deloitte, “Digital twin technology is at the heart of Bridgestone’s transformational journey. The company has used digital twin simulations augmented by sensor data as an R&D tool for
several years to improve tire life and performance, but that’s just the beginning. Jerome Boulet, digital strategy director, and Hans Dorfi, director of digital engineering, together with their teams, are developing sophisticated digital twins to eventually deliver insights across Bridgestone’s entire value chain, with the goal of enhancing profitability, sustaining competitive advantage, reducing time-to-market, and delivering leading-edge tire-as-a-service offerings.” 

Manufacturing has long suffered from design being “thrown over the fence.” Increasing collaboration through systems and processes will drive more efficient processes that will drive the bottom line.

Improving Workflows

The twin in manufacturing can be implemented in several areas, including engineering, customization, production, and operations. According to Georg Kube, SAP, “Digital twins are now being used to manage the performance, effectiveness, and quality of a manufacturer’s fixed assets such as manufacturing machines, lines, and plants. When advanced visualization, IoT, and analytics are applied to these assets, manufacturers can take a more strategic and holistic approach to asset management.” The twin can be used to provide more context to data from operations. Turning raw data into contextualized information will drive data-driven decision-making across the organization.

The key to any new technology is the support from management to drive change within the organization. After that, the underlying technologies to harvest the as-manufactured or as-used conditions are readily available. ArcherGrey discusses the key elements in achieving this technology in an organization: “Senior-level management sponsorship streamlines and bolsters the adoption of the digital twin. With a strong, supported start, your business will be able to reap the benefits of digital twins far faster. … With a comprehensive data and IT strategy, your teams will find it easier to collect and use data to create effective digital twins that help you achieve your business objectives. … Simulations empower your business to validate product enhancements quickly, helping minimize waste in time and material.”

In the end, the digital twin is a concept that will improve and enhance your products. While this is a constant and continuous stream of data, the end-user is harvesting the value of these improvements.
Winning the War of Talent

By Michael Watkins, MBA/JD, EBITDA Growth Systems

There is a truth regarding talent that is so significant that it is lost on many. Part one of the truth is this — “no single company can hope to address the lack of skilled machinists in America.” And while it is important and useful for individual companies to come alongside trade organizations and federal, state and local governmental agencies in their efforts to address the challenge on a macro level, there will not be a short-term solution to the problem. Part two of the truth is this — “the only thing that a single company can do in their effort to address the lack of skilled machinists in America is to make certain that they don’t lose their current talent.”

Many organizations treat their employees like they’re a dime a dozen. These companies think that even their best workers can easily be replaced, particularly in today’s tricky economy where there’s no shortage of folks looking for work. They are wrong of course. There is a tremendous shortage of Machinist talent looking for work.

Great shops understand the importance of keeping their employees for a long time. In doing so, they don’t have to regularly spend the time and money necessary to replace employees – which could devastate their bottom lines.

The three main reasons why employee retention is of critical importance are:

1. It is extremely expensive to lose an employee – lose of knowledge.
2. It is extremely expensive to lose an employee – lose of productivity.
3. It is extremely expensive to lose an employee – opportunity cost.

It is the result of these costs that the largest part of an owner’s brain should be focused on their people. What follows is a list of highly effective ways to boost employee retention. The majority of them require money, but when it can cost as much as $80K to replace a $20/hour resource, that money would be much better spent on all of your existing employees.

The following are 10 ways to boost employee retention:

1. Train your managers
2. Onboarding and orientation
3. Employee compensation
4. Communication and feedback
5. Annual performance reviews
6. Employee training and development
7. Recognition and rewards systems
8. Work-life balance
9. Flexible working arrangements
10. Fostering teamwork

With payroll representing more than 70% percent of a Machine shop’s costs, the owner must closely monitor the success of their employees, the biggest expense of their business, to understand where their business is today and where it can go.

Successful owners consider employees an asset to the business and realize that a low employee turnover rate is a crucial factor in their efforts to achieve their targeted profit margins. In other words, “winning the war of talent” is much less about finding more employees and much more about retaining the talent that you already have.
Ti6Al-4V structural aerospace component machining with consistent tool life of one hour or more. Helical milling innovation with 8 cutting edges per insert, removing 20 cubic inches of material per minute. HARVI™ Ultra 8X is aerospace to the core.

kennametal.com/HARVI-Ultra-8X
The Manufacturing Skills Gap is an existential threat to our nation. It is estimated that 2.1 million jobs will go unfilled by 2030 – costing the U.S. economy $1 billion. The ongoing challenges in attracting entry-level and skilled workers in the right geographic markets are often made more difficult by misconceptions about manufacturing work, especially amongst younger generations.

The National Robotics League is the only job-driven, project-based STEM learning experience that provides the opportunity for students to acquire the technical and critical thinking skills that you need in your future workforce. The NRL engages manufacturing’s next generation in FULL CONTACT INNOVATION – while affording our industry the ability to build a much-needed future talent pipeline.

Why Support the NRL?
The NRL was created by NTMA to not only provide the next generation of our industry with a hands-on learning experience, but to directly address the ongoing industry-wide issues with talent acquisition.

- According to surveyed U.S. manufacturers, finding the right talent is now 36% harder than it was in 2018, even though the unemployment rate has nearly doubled since.
- The top two consequences cited by manufacturers of not being able to fill jobs were the inability to increase revenue growth (82%) and maintain production levels to satisfy demand (81%).
- Seventy-seven percent say they will have ongoing difficulties in attracting and retaining workers in 2021 and beyond.
- The study points to the top reasons these positions tend to go unfilled, with new entrants having different expectations for jobs and careers topping the list (38%), followed by lack of attraction or interest in the industry (36%) and retirement of baby boomers (34%).
- According to Deloitte’s analysis, 8 in 10 job titles with the highest number of job postings in 2019 and 2020 were for entry and mid-level positions, generally requiring only a post-secondary certificate or high-school diploma.

The life force for your machines.

Do you know that proper use of the correct metalworking fluid has an extraordinary leverage effect on stability, quality, performance and therefore on the costs of your production? Our machining experts can help you turn your metalworking fluid into a key success factor.

Test us. It’s worth it.
blaser.com/testus
What to Watch For: Navigating the Economic Recovery

• The Delta variant impact on the economic recovery will continue to be closely watched. Weaker consumer confidence survey results suggests the additional restrictions due to the increased COVID-19 levels have created more headwinds for the recovery. The weakness is not just in the U.S. either. The CITI global economic surprise index recently turned negative and hasn’t been this low since June of 2020.

• The September meeting of the Fed may deliver additional insights into when they expect to begin the reduction of monthly bond purchases that today total $120 billion of securities per month. The tapering of this support for the economy should be viewed by investors as a positive step by the Fed and a sign the economy is in good shape.

• Investors should be focused on activities in Washington. Congress returns from recess and will likely continue to move forward on approving the $3.5 trillion infrastructure bill, yet it is still not fully clear how Congress will raise taxes to pay for the bill. This lack of clarity creates uncertainty.

• The debt ceiling for the U.S., which was suspended in July of 2019 until July of 2021, will need to be addressed soon by Congress before “emergency measures” instituted by the Treasury are exhausted. A partisan fight on the issue and failure to act could impact markets as we have seen in previous years.
Navigating To Recovery

November 2-5, 2021 | Denver, Colorado

Building new business models is a key priority for today's manufacturing leaders. The 2021 MFG Meeting and MTForecast event offers twice the great content at a single venue. Visionary speakers offer key business strategies, economic forecasts, industry outlooks and more.

Learn more at themfgmeeting.com

Meet Our Presenters

Mico Yuk  
Co-Founder/CEO  
BI Brainz &  
Analytics on Fire

Alan Beaulieu, PhD  
President  
ITR Economics

Colette Carlson  
Human Behavior Expert & Keynote Speaker

Larry Sabato  
Director  
UVA Center for Politics & Author
BEYOND A PALLET POOL

FPC PLUG-AND-PLAY CNC AUTOMATION

HIGHER MC UTILIZATION · FAST PAYBACK · EXPANDS TO 3 MACHINES

Is this for me? Check fastems.com/fpc
Get a health quote for your business in 5 easy steps:

1. **Register** – Sign up for a free user profile on our easy-to-use, guided quoting tool at namhealthcare.com and enter some simple information about your organization.

2. **Enter Coverage Information** – Tell us about the coverage your organization needs. This includes the total number of employees, number of benefits-eligible employees, and desired coverage date.

3. **Select Your Benefits** – Pick from the following benefit options you would like to offer: Medical, Dental, Vision and Life insurance. Depending on your state and organization, you may even be able to offer multiple plan types, and offer a choice to your employees.

4. **Upload Census Data** – All health insurance brokers will require a census of your employees. It’s standard practice and necessary to get you the most complete and competitive pricing. It’s easy – simply download our Census Data Template.

5. **Review** – Check over the information you provided and submit.

You will receive a FREE, detailed quote with the plan options and pricing available to you! If you get stuck, or need assistance, our customer support team is here to help. Just call 1-855-463-8856 or click below to chat live.

Already have a broker? No problem. Your health insurance broker can also obtain a quote. Visit ntma.namhealthcare.com for more information.

Available to manufacturers with less than 100 employees. NAM Health Care is fully ACA-compliant, administered by Mercer and sponsored by the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), of which the National Tooling and Machining Association (NTMA) is an affiliate member. Plans are not available to member employers in all states.

Program Administered by Mercer Health & Benefits Administration LLC
AR Insurance License #100102691 | CA Insurance License #0G39709
In CA d/b/a Mercer Health & Benefits Insurance Services LLC
Copyright Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.
Safehold and U.S. Risk Partner to Provide Cyber Solutions!

Safehold and U. S. Risk are partnering to provide NTMA members with comprehensive Cyber Insurance solutions and resources!

As one of the largest insurance brokerages in the country, U. S. Risk has access to dozens of carrier markets that can provide NTMA members with the vital Cyber coverage they need to respond to unprecedented network breaches and attacks.

Given years of experience in this space, we can also assist our clients in understanding what it will take to get the best results from the market, as well provide resources should options not be available, or if they are cost-prohibitive, or not attractive to the member.

**Offering:**

- Guidance on current market conditions, underwriting appetites, and ideal standards needed to obtain quotes from the leading markets, such as MFA requirements.

- Access to dozens of markets and strong relationships to place tough classes of business, accounts with prior losses, **CMMC (government certification requirements) challenged accounts and their vendor relationships** and larger accounts that require significant limits by contract.

- Built in risk management resources for cyber buyers to manage and mitigate risk and remain aware of current trends and vulnerabilities.

- Access for non-Cyber buyers, or those buying minimal coverage, to access best in class resources and assistance to deal with an incident in real time.

- Claims advocacy in the event of a loss to help ensure effective claims response and handling.

Have your agent contact Lisa for the NTMA Basic Coverage or Tim for higher contractual limits!

**Lisa Campbell**  
Lisa.campbell@safehold.com  
603-570-5237

**Timothy Bennett**  
Tim.bennett@usrisk.com  
440-973-4600

www.safehold.com/metalworkers  
https://ntma.org/programs/insurance/  
www.usrisk.com
A SPECIAL OFFER FOR NTMA MEMBERS.
from EBITDA Growth Systems—The Profitability Experts™

We get it. You don’t need another consultant.
What you need is a trusted industry partner who knows how to unleash your company’s true value in a big way. And, because we’re both NTMA members, you get all the value at a special discounted rate—up to $9,000 in savings per year.

**COACHING**
From management and operations to finance and executive leadership, the right coach can make all the difference.

**NTMA DISCOUNT RATE:**
$1,000 OFF ONBOARDING FEE
$1,000 FOR 1 SESSION / MONTH
$1,500 FOR 2 SESSIONS / MONTH

**ACCOUNTING**
Get the financial acumen you need to power your company’s profitability. We offer three levels of fractional CFO services to best meet your company’s unique financial needs.

**NTMA DISCOUNT RATE:**
PLATINUM $3,500/MO
GOLD $1,500/MO
SILVER $1,000/MO

**TRAINING**
Our powerful training sessions are specifically designed to strengthen the key drivers of business success: Business Strategy & Planning, Managing Profits, Leadership Development, Employee Growth & Retention, and Operational Efficiency.

**NTMA DISCOUNT RATE:**
$500 PER COMPANY AT ANY NTMA EVENT

**SUCCESS STORIES**
PROVEN PROCESS. REMARKABLE RESULTS.

- Medical Device Manufacturer
  37.5 X RETURN ON INVESTMENT
- Sheet Metal Manufacturer
  142.8 X RETURN ON INVESTMENT
- High-end Machine Shop
  250 X RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Make Your Company Our Next Success Story.
260.740.7910
dave@ebitdagrowthsystems.com • EBITDAgrowthsystems.com
Are You Participating in the Grainger Value Advantage Program?

If not, you are missing out on additional savings!

We can deliver 12 to 15%, or more, in total cost savings when you consolidate your MRO and Metalworking spend to Grainger.

HELPING DRIVE SAVINGS IN EACH OF THESE AREAS

**CONSUMPTION**
Increased inventory controls with SKU-level visibility to reduce consumption

**STANDARDIZATION**
Product standardization optimizes and right-sizes inventory to reduce carrying costs

**PRODUCTIVITY**
Simplified processes help reduce POs & invoices, and hours spent looking for product

**PRICE**
Higher discounts, from increased spend, reduces item costs

VALUE ADVANTAGE PROGRAM = CUSTOMIZED OFFER EXCLUSIVE TO MEMBERS INCLUDING:

- Documented cost savings
- Drive productivity with Metalworking – Improve work cell efficiency, maximize tool output, optimize product application, and minimize scrap and rework
- Deeper savings on the leading tooling and abrasives brands in the industry
- 17 categories with additional discounts
- Grainger pays all standard shipping

Visit Grainger.com/ntma to take advantage of all your member benefits

*Standard ground freight is paid by Seller on all orders, unless otherwise stated, to Buyer’s place of business anywhere in the contiguous United States. Other terms and conditions may apply for other than standard ground delivery (“Other Freight Services”), including expedited same-day delivery, air freight, freight collect, sourced orders, export orders, hazardous materials, Buyer’s carrier, shipments outside the contiguous U.S. or other special handling by the carrier. Charges incurred for Other Freight Services must be paid by Buyer.

©2021 W.W. Grainger, Inc.  W-DCE1302
NTMA Member Marketplace
Advertise Exclusively With the Nation’s Largest Precision Machining Network!

ANOPlate Corporation - an ISO 9001/14001 Registered Firm
Tim Stone
VP of Business Development

ANOPlate Corporation
459 Pulaski Street
Syracuse, NY 13204-1134
Phone: 315-471-6143 ext 134
Email: tstone@anoplate.com

For more information: www.anoplate.com
Office Fax: 315-471-7132
Cell: 315-679-6265

O-D Tool & Cutter, Inc.
CNC Grinding
KEVIN M. O’DONNELL
President
ISO 9001 Certified
Family owned since 1939
PO Box 372
150 Gilbert Street
Manfield, MA 02048
KEVIN@ODTOOL.COM
PH: 508.339.7507
FAX: 508.339.8667
CELL: 508.341.5576

PILOT Precision Products
Save with our CNC Broaching Kits

With a CNC Broaching Kit:
• Broach a range of keyway slots in your CNC cycle
• Never miss quoting a broaching job and completing it in-house
• Improve your cycle time by adding our live tool slotter

View our CNC catalog to get your kit today:
catalog.pilotprecision.com/CNC-Broaching-Kit

PilotPrecision.com
As your Tooling Concierge, we use our expertise to understand your complex machining applications and recommend the right tooling. At Pilot, we also leverage our technical knowledge and business relationships to connect you to the world’s most respected brands of broaching tools, reamers, micro endmills & drills, and more.

15 Merrigan Way • South Deerfield, MA 01373 • T: 413-350-5200 • PilotPrecision.com
NTMA Member Marketplace
Advertise Exclusively With the Nation’s Largest Precision Machining Network!

GREGORY A. KASZEI
President
14459 Politz Parkway
Strongsville, Ohio 44149
Email: CARDINALMACHINE@aol.com
Phone: (440)238-7050
Fax: (440)238-7051

YOUR AD HERE!
Interested? Contact Kelly LaMarca for more information - klamarca@ntma.org

Thread Rolling
Knurling
Centerless & Cylindrical Grinding
Precision Machining

Michael Raasch
Business Development
N8 W22399 Johnson Dr.
Waukesha, WI 53186
(262) 549-9005 • 1-800-798-XACT (9228) • Cell Phone (262) 993-2366
Fax (262) 549-9115
Direct (262) 408-2479
web site - www.xactedm.com • email - mraasch@xactedm.com

YOUR AD HERE!
Interested? Contact Kelly LaMarca for more information - klamarca@ntma.org

QUALITY › INTEGRITY › ON TIME DELIVERY

PRECISION MACHINING SINCE 1994

CORE CAPABILITIES
› Turbine Component Manufacturing
› Precision grinding (up to 136” in length)
› Multi-Axis Milling, Machining, & Turning
› Saw Cutting (straight, angle, radius, angle + radius)
› Wire EDM

EFFICIENT RESPONSE TIMES
WE REGULARLY STOCK STAINLESS STEEL ALLOYS SUCH AS:
403, 405, 410, 415, & 422

45727 STATE HIGHWAY 27, TITUSVILLE, PA 16354 • 814-827-9887 • precisionprofilesllc.com

ITAR REGISTERED
US/CA JCP CERTIFIED
CASE CODE Available Upon Request
SAML REGISTERED
ISO 9001:2015 REGISTERED
SMALL BUSINESS
(1-15 Employees)

25 Rosenthal Street • East Hartford, CT 06108
phone: (860) 289-2987 • fax: (860) 289-3142
web: www.unitedcgtr.com • email: njgoulet@unitedcgtr.com
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my DMG MORI and NET service

DIGITAL SERVICE PROCESSES
FOR FAST SUPPORT AND
MORE TRANSPARENCY

NET service
+ Reduce machine
downtime on a
remote basis
+ Multi-user
conference allows
cross-departmental
collaboration
+ Transparency ensured
by logging all service
activities

YOUR ONLINE SERVICE MANAGER
+ More service: faster response times
+ More knowledge: documents available digitally
+ More availability: direct line to service experts
+ my DMG MORI APP: Mobile access to the free
customer portal - via iOS and Android App

US.myDMGMORI.com